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ABSTRACT
Tw_oviewing models for a three dimensional display are presented
and a simple parallel processingschemeis outtned.
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The 3D display provides a 3D view of a static 3D model; each of
the P images of the 3D model is stored in a different frame bufer
and is produced using a modifed graphics output pipeline ryhlch
we havi constructed. Each of the P images of the 3D model is
produced from a different viewpoint. The P viewpoilte lie on the
horizontal line which ie parallel to the screen plaoe and which
is s6nlningd in the horizontal plene through the screen centre,
see figure 2 or 5. The angle between the line segmeuts joining
adjac-nt viewpoints to the screen centre is constant aud there
is an equal number of viewpointa in each of the two halfspaces
defined by the vertical plane through the screen centre. The
direction of view is defined by the directed line segment from a
viewpoint to the screen centre; in the case of parallel projections
tbis line segment defines the direction of projection.

Introduction

3D Display:

The Viewing Models

Two alternative projections were tried. These are parallcl oblige
a:e.dpercpectioe obliqw aud they place differ -+ requirements on
1 all shutters
the 3D display hardware as will be showD. Lre
are showa rotated to the same augle from rr it is clear that,
at the viewpoiat shown, the eye will see through some range of
shutters only. The picture seen will thue be a composite of several images presented to the gcreen viewed through a uumber of
different shutter positions. If the shutters were numeroue ard
the view angles cloeely defined, the imagee which chould be preseuted ou the screeu are parallel oblique projections. A different
case showu in 6gure 4, allows the shutters to take up individually
diferent angles so that the viewer cau see the whole of a single
image at each viewing positiou. In this case we want perspective
oblique projectious.

Logical Operation

The geometry of the parallel oblique projection is shown in figures 2 and 3. Tbe eye coordinates (8",V",2") of. a point will be
transformed into the following screen space coordinates:

xt = te/sin9

9"=(d_dr).y"lr,
where dl = xc. coe9. Notice the absence of d in the equation for
r,. With parallel oblique projections, horizontal parallax will be
correctly maintained if the viewer moves further from, or neater
to the sireen. The g coordinates are perspectively projected and
the combined efrect is that there is a projection axis (the horizoatal Xq1, axis of 6gure 3) rather thau a projectiou point.
When this approach is used, some objects may show a jagged
appearauce because the finite number of images (P) will be calculated for discrete changes in the projection angle e and a particular view will consiet of a number of vertical strips from differeut images. For example, for a typical 20 degree field of view
the viewer would see parts of 10 of the total number of imagee if
these were spaced by 2 degrees.

The result is.a. display.-showinga static parallax image similar
to those found in laterally multiplexed (or ustereograph'ico)holograms.
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In the case of the perapective oblique projection the geometry ia
as shown in figuree 5 and 6. A simple calculation showe that the
eye coordiuetes (tr,gr,zr)
of a poiut will be mapped onto the
followiug Ecreen space coordinates:
tt = d' xr/(zr

'sr'n8 + E. ' coee)

t,:(d_dr).!"/r"
where d1 :

tt.
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Conclueions

tbreo
We have preaeuted two viewing modele for an experimeutal
dimensional dieplay. The parallel oblique projectionr may prG
jagged
will
maiutain
correctly
effect wheu P is smdl but
duce a
the horizontal prrallax effect for r raDge of diataaceg between
parallel
proceesing
the time
With the aid of
screeu end vieier.
required to change the 3D image will be comparable with the
time taken to alter the image on a conventional dieplay.
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We intend to eimulate the effect of parallel oblique projections
when used in conjunction with parallil shutters, by apiroiriately
r-nergingverticalitrips from each of the P difdreit i'.."itet pre
jections, in order to produce the image that would be visible fiom
a particular viewpoint.
Animators have been looking io66 tsshniquesfor exploiting frame,
to-frame cohereucefor somJ time. A suLstantial iffort hL been
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eamefor all Pprojections)._ However, incremental techniquesmay
not be very weful when the P images are computed in parallel
becaused.atadependenci.,"between t-hecomputations of aijacent
images will be introduced
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